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Editor's Note

Kayte Teh
Bulletin

! !To unite those engaged in the Estate Agency Practice To provide for the training, education, examination of 
for the purpose of extending beneficial influence on persons practicing or intending to practice as estate 
the profession and related interests. agents, or who are otherwise employed or engaged 

in the profession.! To promote and maintain a high standard of conduct 
!amongst members in accordance with the Code of To represent members in discussion and dialogues 

Ethics of the Institute. with other trade/industry bodies and Government 
agencies.! To improve the technical and general knowledge of 

!persons engaged in the profession. To safeguard and protect the interest of the general 
public against fraud by practitioners or illegal agents.! To develop and foster and maintain relations between 

!members of the institute and to provide a platform for To elevate and encourage the maintenance of a high 
the networking and exchanging of ideas and opinions level or professionalism amongst practitioners.
amongst practitioners.

! To provide for the upholding of the honour, reputation 
and status of members.

OBJECTIVES OF THE INSTITUTE

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be 
used or reproduced in any form or by any means, 
including but not limited to electronic or mechanical 
photocopying, recording or by any information storage 
or retrieval system or otherwise, without prior agreement 
and written permission from the publisher.

D'REAM is an acronym for "The Real Estate Agents, 
Malaysia".

D'REAM is published by The Malaysian Institute of Estate 
Agents (MIEA), Unit C-27-05, Dataran 3 Dua, No. 2, Jalan 
19/1, 46300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel: +603 - 7960 2577 • Fax: +603 - 7960 3757

Advertising in D'REAM can be directed to secretariat at, 
Tel: +603 - 7960 2577. Rates can be obtained from our 
website www.miea.com.my.

Articles to be considered for publication are required 
to adhere to the following guidelines.

Submission of Manuscripts

Manuscripts must be submitted in English. Authors 
must provide original, unpublished work not under 
consideration for publication elsewhere. A copy of 
the manuscript together with original figures and 
tables must be submitted to the Editorial Board. 
Manuscripts, figures, tables and disks will not be 
returned to the author.

All illustrations, figures or tables in the article must be 
captioned, in clear black and white and ready for 
reproduction. Illustrations such as maps, pictures, 
etc must be submitted with a copy of the original 
photographs and clearly marked and captioned for 
clear reproduction.

Copyright

Once published in the D'REAM, the copyright 
including electronic copyrights of the article is 
automatically vested with MIEA. The copyright 
covers the exclusive use of rights to reproduce and 
distribute the article, including reprints, photographic 
reproductions, microfilm, electronic publication  or 
any reproduction of a similar nature and translations. 

Guide For Contributors

The Estate Agents' biggest and single most 
challenge is to be united. Unity is the binding 
factor that will allow us to have one voice, one 
common goal and one vision. Estate Agents 
must take pride and take ownership of the 
practice by working together for the common 
goal of the profession. As the old adage says, 
"Unity is strength, and strength is mighty". The 
call is for the leadership, the council, the 
members and the negotiators to work in unison 
and in unity to tackle the daily issues we face.

The Institute must be relevant to the members 
by meeting their expectat ions. The 
programmes, activities will all be aligned 
towards this goal. By the same token members 
must also be relevant to the institute by 
participating in the committees, programmes 
and to give ideas & feedback.

 When one is united there is peace & harmony, 
and when there is relevance there is respect. 
When this is achieved there will be progress. 
When we progress there is growth, growth 
leads to betterment of our business and our 
lives and as a result we achieve recognition, 
respect and success. Only then can we bring 
change to the industry and be a dynamic 
Institute.

The Institute Theme

Kayte

MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE

MIEA
 OF ESTATE AGENTS

The Malaysian Institute of Estate Agents 
(MIEA) is a recognised body representing all 
Registered Estate Agents in the country.

The Malaysian
Institute of Estate Agents

The Years 2007 and 2008 would be remembered as significant years with reference to 
tremendous improvements to MIEA - under the leadership of President Soma.  The 
keyword was “Change”.  Indeed, radical changes have been made.  And all the policies 
put in place would not have been possible without the passion to push forward the 
“change” agenda.  To be sure, Soma has poured his heart and soul into MIEA.  Today 
MIEA is operating at a higher platform and with a more stable and sound footing.  We 
now have our very own building.  Our policies are in place.  The voice of MIEA is now 
more resounding.  With our ‘house’ in ship-shape, we must now move forward!

However, there seems to be a predicament amongst the membership at large.  Many are 
just watching and observing from the sidelines and not getting involved.  They are ever 
ready to contribute in a monetary way, eg, our Building Fund.  However, when the 
physical presence of members is required, support from the membership at large is seen 
to be lackadaisical.  The turnout at the recent EGM for a comprehensive review of our 
constitution is a case in point. On that fateful morning of April 10, 2009, with 
insufficient quorum, the EGM had to be called off.          

In a few days’ time, (April 25, 2009), MIEA will be having its 33rd AGM at the Royal 
Selangor Club in Jalan Raja, Kuala Lumpur.  Members will gather at the AGM to elect 
and appoint members to various key positions and new council positions.  Our 
incoming President and the new team of council members would be all geared up and 
rearing ahead to carry on with the ‘Change’ agenda” and continue to formulate and 
perpetuate more “Change” agendas.  It is even more critical now to see greater 
participation and an invoking of the spirit of volunteerism among members. The same 
sort of lackadaisical attitude amongst members must change to bring about a greater 
MIEA.

The question is: are you playing your part to bring about this greater change?

By Kayte Teh • pacific.allianz@gmail.com 
MIEA's Coming Of Age?
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Welcome to MAREC’09 & Good There is a greater realization that have a full one and a half day 
Morning What makes Marec 09 MIEA is in good state and making sepa ra te  p rogramme in  the  
special this year is the fact that we go od  st ri de s,  Me mb er sh ip  is  Auditorium. 
have our boss (if I may use the growing and important personalities 
term) YB Dato Kong Cho Ha, of the profession are now becoming Later in my paper presentation I 
Deputy Minster of finance II with part of the institute. However, our will explore about our profession 
us to  offic iate  the convention. greatest of achievements would and in that I will cover the dilemma 
Getting a Deputy Finance Minister probably be best told on a 2,213sft and the challenges we are facing but 
has always been tough and we are premise that took 20 years  to allow me to share some key issues 
pleased and happy that YB Dato has realize. What many believed was a this morning. As in my usual self I 
consented to be here with us to doomed idea with only RM68,000 will be candid and looking at some 
participate in what we term as the in the building fund turned into of you who are gloomy, I hope to 
most important event for Estate realization. lift up your spirits this beautiful 
Agents in this country. Valentines day. 

To this effect, I must say that on that 
Last year in my address to those wall in the premise is enshrined the YB Dato, We believe today is an 
who were present I quoted Martin names of those who beli eved! opportune time to share some of our 
Luther King and he said views with you Dato since we are 

under the purview of the Ministry of 
Finance, I humbly request for your 
understanding. We Estate Agents in 

‘Believe’ my fellow Estate Agents this country are at a cross road.  
is a powerful value, in it lies the Having been in existence for the last 
v e r y  e s s e n c e  o f  h o p e ,  o f  32 years, we are unsure “what the 
achievement and of deliverance. future hold for us? 
Believing can change a downturn 
market to an upswing market, a Membership has been disenchanted 

Thus the theme reinventing the loosing proposition to a winning with MIEA and has asked what we 
profession was born. This year’s proposition, a loosing firm to a have done as they have no other 
theme ‘Reinventing the Profession’ profitable firm, impossibility to avenues to represent their views and 
propagates from the basis that the possibility. Believe is all we have to aspirations. As an institute there is 
individual has to reinvent himself reach our goal. only so much we can do. As such it 
which will drive the reinvention of is demanded of my leadership to be 
the profession. Today, in a downturn market the bold and visionary in what I have to 

philosophy of believe have helped say about the cross road we are in.
The Malaysian Institute of Estate us in this convention in many ways; 
Agents turns 32 this year, a period - there are more people at this We are saddened at the fact that for 
that has seen us growing from convention than last year, We the last 24 years the Estate Agents 
strength to strength. The man who believed!. plight have been misunderstood, 
provided his leadership in the met with resistance, taken for 
formative years is with us this - We have more negotiators than granted and sadly even looked 
morning, can we please recognize last year, we believed!. down upon. Since 1981, when the 
the Protem President of the institute Act  cam e int o for ce and  the  
i n  1 9 7 4  M r .  P a u l  L e e .  - We have more home grown registration exercise commenced in 
(Coincidentally he was the former Estate Agent speakers than at 1985, we all had hope that the 
owner of the London Circus). These any conventions, we believed! fraternity will grow rapidly and 
thirty-two years has seen us through progressively, sadly we only have 
many challenges and just like any At this juncture I would like to more rules of what we should not 
growing association we had to, over recognize and welcome all the do compared to what we needed to 
the years seek our destination,  Negotiators who have joined us at do for the fraternity to grow. I must 
discover our s trength, buil t our this convention. As many of you are be responsible by saying many 
va lues  and se t di rect ions  fo r aware this is the second time we issues have been dragged for years 
achievement. have invited Negotiators to be part with indecision;

of our convention and they will 

Believed in the cause of that goal 
and indirectly the cause of Estate 

“OUR GOAL IS TO CREATE A Agents and the profession. 
BELOVED COMMUNITY ( in our 
case the fraternity), AND This 
REQUIRE A QUALITATIVE 
CHANGE IN OUR SOUL AND A 
QUALITATIVE CHANGE IN 
OUR LIVES”

 President’s Speech
PRESIDENTS SPEECH MAREC’09 CONVENTION

OPENING CEREMONY

EXTRACT

MALAYSIAN ANNUAL REAL ESTATE CONVENTION 

MAREC09
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In 2000 the Act was amended to 
reduce fees from 3% for the first 
500,000 to 2.75%.

capping 
on the current commission of 40% we seek to have our 
to negotiators is now archaic own board.

greater representation on the 
capping on each Estate Agent  Board.
managing 20 negotiators is still 
being debated

Board approves 
or supports MIEA by setting up a 
plan for Negotiators to undergo an 
examina t ion

illegal Estate Agent’ 
is by far the most serious of all 
issues

year 2020 seriously consider 
setting up the Estate Agents Board.

frustrated. There is a need to have Agents have far too long remained 
new  app roa che s and  pla ns to silent & non committal to serious 

 Until today the ad dr es s th es e is su es  wi th in  issues affecting their livelihood. The 
entire fraternity is at it whims on reasonable time frames. One needs discussions have been confined to 
why the reduction was done, we to understand how the practitioners chats at coffee shops & gatherings 
represented on this injustice to the at large want to steer this profession and I cannot blame them because 
then President of the Board. We and not a handful of those who have there is nothing we can do to 
were advised it will be changed the power to decide. chan ge anyt hing  s o they  h ave 
nothing has happened to date. The adopted the attitude lets get on with 
only consolation we have is that we We need to hear the cry of the our lives – like the song let it be… 
knew about discounts far back in masses in order for this profession let it be. 
2000 itself while the rest have to progress. (Can I hear from the 
learned about it only recently. We floor whether you agree with me on With respect and with a sense of 
have represented that the this)? That is one of the many responsibility as President of the 

reasons why Malaysian institute of Estate 
  and Agents, I will have to reiterate that 

has created an imbalance in the the future of Estate agency should 
practice and needs to be amended, it In the first instan ce, We have be in the hands of Estate Agents. In 
is yet to be revised brought to the attention of the Board t h e  p a s t  w e  w e r e  y o u n g ,  

& various parties that we would like inexperienced, disunited and lacked 
The issue on the review of the a the confidence in wanting to mould 

 The truth is that out of 17 our future. We were always in the 
board members there are only 2 shadows of those who felt they 
Est ate  Age nts  who se pri nci pal  knew better, who felt that they are 
business is Estate Agency. I am more knowledgeable and who felt 

As  r ec en t as  l as t ye ar , we  aware of the fact that the third that they are more qualified and 
represented that the representative position will come sometimes more superior. The days 

under review soon and we seek that are gone. This morning I lay the 
the seat be allotted to an Estate ground work towards this vision 

 before  seek ing  Agent. I am happy to report that two and goal and lay that legitimate 
employment by Estate agents, that representatives recommended by claim of our profession to be in the 
m o v e  w a s  n o t  s u p p o r t e d .  MIEA are doing a wonderful job. hands of all Estate Agents in time to 
Nevertheless MIEA has embarked Please recognize Mr. Alex Gomez come and in our lifetime  too. 
on this project. and Mr. Eric Lim. Believe and we can’. 

The subject of ‘ Whenever we raise the issue the As an option we also propose that 
common standard statement is made for a start the ministry of Finance 

. The irony is that more Estate ‘the Valuers are also Estate Agents may consider the Board  to be set up 
Agents  get fined every year for on the board’. While we agree to as follows; The board for Valuers & 
minor offences that those who break this statement that Valuers are also App rai ser s who se com pos iti on 
th e l aw  by  ch ea ti ng  cl ie nt s,  doing Estate agency, we cannot remains with those whose principal 
misrepresentation etc. Our appeal agree that they represent Estate calling is valuation and The Board 
last  year  to  the PM and  al l Agents because their appointment is for Estate Agents whose principal 
Parliamentarians on illegal estate based on Valuation, It is a known calling is Estate Agency and the 
Agents went unnoticed. (We had fact that there are three parties to di rector  Genera l of  Valuat ion 
sent you a copy earlier for your the Act the Valuers, the Appraiser remain as the president of both 
understanding on this matter). YB and the Estate Agent. There are 14 boards’. I am confident that if this 
Dato, the police are too busy with Valuers and 3 Estate Agents and this proposal is acceptable this may 
their own problems and the fact that to us is a great imbalance. It is become a reality in two to three 
there is a weakness in the penal important to state and establish the years. I’m sure the Estate Agents 
code does not allow enable the Valuers and Estate Agents both have will unanimously support this move 
police to act. Police reports have two contrasting and differing views 
remained as reports. No one can do about the practice and Malaysia In  vi ew  of  th e ma ny  is su es  
anything about it and not one person remains to be the only country in conf ront ing the prof essi on and 
has been prosecuted in the courts. t h i s  w o r l d  w h e r e  t h e  t w o  unsettled issues, it is our proposal 
This has affected the image of the professions comes together under that representatives of MIEA, the 
profession, the perception of the one legislation. Board and the Ministry of Finance 
industry, loss of revenue for the to from a consultative council on 
government, loss of revenue for At the opening ceremony of the the profession so that our views can 
Estate Agents and still no solution is MIEA premise on December 9, be heard and resolved. This idea 
in sight  There are also concerns on 2008, I made a clarion call to those w i l l  h e l p  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  
the Act, Rules & Standards. Every concerned that as a long term plan understand what the people at the 
item mentioned above is critical to by the grass root level feel and want this 
estate agents in the day to running   will also allow us to contribute 
of  th e bu si ne ss  an d we  ar e It is an accepted fact that Estate valuable ideas. This definitely will 

CONTINUATION

 President’s Speech
PRESIDENTS SPEECH MAREC’09 CONVENTION
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help develop the profession and in year and will be presented annually realize that hope, establish that 
return contribute to the growth of to Real Estate Agents, Real Estate dream and reinforce that only by 
the industry and economy. Firms, Real Estate salesperson be in g 

(Negotiators) and those who have we can  make our  
While I have highlighted many contribut ed to the Re al Estate profession recognized, respected 
issues concerning the Board I must industry as a whole. and dignified, this we must all 
also stress that I don’t want to believe.
blame the President or the Board The National Real Estate Awards is 
members as the Board is caught by designed to recognize specifically Ho no ur ed  gu es t,  La di es  an d 
the way it is set up, by its laws and outstanding achievements  in the Gentlemen
by its composition. Unless that is Real Estate fraternity. Participating 
ch an ge d no th in g wi ll  ch an ge  in the MIEA National Awards will Yang Berhormat Dato Kong Cho 
drastically. recognize the most outst anding Ha,  Thank you for consenting to be 

qualities of the individual, successes our guest of honour and as I said 
We are aware that of the firm and individuals in the earlier we are happy and privileged 

past twelve months preceding the to host you this morning. Pardon me 
award presentation. YB Dato for crying out loud but 

there is an old Indian saying,” if we 
The Awards will be presented at the can't cry to those who can listen to 

 Th is  MIEA Annual Dinner to be held in us who else can we cry to”. Once 
information in its strictest sense is June 2009. Winners of the award again Terima Kasih. I wish to 
public information which is now will be recognized throughout the express our gratitude to all sponsors 
b e i n g  s o l d  t o  r e a l  E s t a t e  co un tr y a s l ea de rs  in  th ei r and a specil thanks to the organizing 
practitioners at a colossal price. respective field and will receive committee for a job well done. To 
Every month an Estate Agent or a recognition of their achievements. all ladies who is present here today 
Valuer will have to pay RM3,000 to These awards will be an attestation I wish you all A very Happy 
RM4,000 for the transaction records of their contribution to the industry Valentines day and to you men 
in  the state of  Se langor  and and will be a powerful marketing please buy the best value for money 
Wi la ya h.  Th at  tr an sl at es  to  platform for the winners. roses which are available here for 
RM36,000 to RM48,000 per firm your most liked valentine in this 
per year we are also prohibited to There will  be 7 categories of hall.
share the information with others. Awards to be presented  in all  
The  cos t  o f  acqu i r ing  th i s  aspects of the profession and one Thank You
information is beyond the reach of category to recognize Real Estate 
more than 90% of Estate Agents. Sa le sp er so n.  Th is  gi ve s th e 

recognition to salespeople for the 
It is our proposal that the Ministry important role they play in the 
of Finance look at the opportunity indust ry. These awards  will be 
to provide this information at a independently judged by a panel of 
price that is cost effective for judges beyond the Real Estate 
Valuers and Estate Agents, I am profession and MIEA has appointed 
sure everyone will be happy if it is FIA BCI  Mal ays ia to lea d the  
given free. This is to ensure that we judging panel. I kindly ask all Real 
all have access to this information E s t a t e  A g e n c y  t o  a c t i v e l y  
and it cannot be denied that if all p a r t i c i p a t e  i n  t h e  a w a r d s  
Estate Agents have access to this programme.
information we can all play a more 
effective role in our practice by My fellow Esta te Agents, The 
giving the public a more reliable profession is only as good as how 
an d ac cu ra te  in fo rm at io n.  I we think, only as professional as 
s i n c e r e l y  b e l i e v e  t h a t  t h e  how we want it to be and only as 
government through the Ministry of big as how we make it to be. We 
Fi na nc e sh ou ld  fi nd  a mo re  need to change the mindset of the 
acceptable approach on this issue. 80’s and think as to how we can 

reinvent ourselves and be better as 
YB Dato, Honoured Guests, Ladies we all grow into the 2020’s. We can 
& G en tl em en , L as t y ea r,  I envisage the days of one man 
mentioned in my speech that we operators and small firms being 
will be launching the Real Estate swallowed by the larger, aggressive 
Awards in 2008, however it was and visionary firms. This  will  
delayed and I am happy to confirm become a reality when the market is 
that these awards is now open to all opened up in due course. As such it 
members of the institute. is inevitable to reinvent the 

profession and it is our goal at this 
 is being introduced this convention to help each one of you 

United,  Relevant  and 
Progressive 

NAPIC (the 
National Property Information 
Centre) has played an important 
role in the collation of information 
and data on transacted properties 
throughout the country.

The 
‘MIEA National Real Estate 
Awards’

Soma Sundram krishnaswamy
President, MIEA
14-02-09
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We have inadvently printed the draft message for the President of the Board of Valuers, Appraisers & Estate 
Agents in the MAREC'09 Convention Souvenir Programme. The correct message is reproduced below. 

Correction
MALAYSIAN ANNUAL REAL ESTATE CONVENTION 

MAREC09
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A Crusade For Excellence

March 14 IEA, S'pore Annual Dinner, Copthorne Waterfront Hotel

March 14 - 16 MIEA Penang, The Penal International Property Exhibition

March 22 Dialogue On The Registration Of Negotiators with The Board

March 22 - 23 Negotiators Training Course 

March 26 CPD Programme (Legal Issues On Real Estate Practice),
 The Commonwealth Club

April 2 Forum On The Challenges Faced By REAs
Held At The Chinese Assembly Hall, KL

April 2 MIEA Johor Meets Johor State Investment Centre

April 3 MIEA Johor Meets Johor State Planning Unit

April 14 MIEA Johor AGM

April 19 MIEA AGM, Singgahsana Hotel, PJ

April 26 Referendum On Payment Of Commissions To Negotiators
held at Singhasana Hotel, PJ

May 2 Site Visit To Iskandar Development Region

May 18 MIEA Johor Organized A Site Visit to IDR For IEA, Singapore

June 20 Annual Dinner 2008
held At The Grand Ballroom, Legend Hotel, KL

July 1 MIEA Launch The Unity 500 Campaign

July 21 MIEA Sign MoU With IEA, Singapore

July 21 MIEA Penang meet  Head Of Invest-Penang

July 25-27 MIEA@Iproperty.com Expo
(The Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre)

Aug 22 MIEA Penang attended the FIABCI Penang Fellowship
& Networking Dinner

Aug 15 MIEA, HQ in Collaboration with MIEA Johor
presented the MIEA Award Of Excellence

Sept 6 Real Estate Agents Cares for the Community - 
An MIEA Community Development Programme
Wheelchair Donation

Sept 6 MIEA Launch "10 Point Commitment To Professionalism"

Sept 6 MIEA Phamplet For Sale - "Who Is A Real Estate Agent"

Oct 10 MIEA Johor's Workshop - "Laws Governing Gated Community"

Oct 20 MIEA HeadOffice Completed

Oct 25 MIEA Penang inked Mou With Realestat Indonesia

Oct 26 MIEA Penang's AGM

Nov 12 MIEA attended The FIABCI Malaysia Property
Awards 2008 Gala Dinner

Dec 9 Official Opening Of MIEA New Headquarters

Dec 9 Presentation Of Plague To Building Fund Contributors

Dec 9 Presentation Of MIEA Coffee Table Book

Dec 9 Launching Of MIEA New Logo

Dec 13 Joint Action Against Illegal Signages

Dec 13 - 14 MIEA Johor Annual Dinner

Feb 14 Launching Of MIEA National Real Estate Awards

Feb 5 BKP - MIEA Chinese New Year Open House
at The Verve Suites Condominium

Feb 14 - 15 MAREC 2009, Sime Darby Convention Centre

Feb 18 Appreciation Night at Councillor, Erick's House in Subang Heights

Feb 25 33th Annual General Meeting (AGM), Royal Selangor Club

MILESTONES - 2007 - 2009MILESTONES - 2007 - 2009

1) Unity Dinner held on 30 April 2007.

2) Team building and planning meeting at Kuala Selangor.

3) First Adoption of Theme “UNITED, RELEVANT PROGRESSIVE” as
the theme for the term 2007-2009. This theme will provide the vision
for action.

4) The Deputy President seat was filled and the council unanimously
endorsed Ms. Julie Wong as the Deputy President

5) The recommendation on the Professional Fee by MIEA was submitted
to the Board and awaiting for their further action.

6) The new look Bulletin with a new name has been introduced and
published.

7) Live interviews on TV2 and 2 Radio Stations on Estate Agency
Practice was done.

8) Letters to the Prime Minister, Minister of Finance and to other
ministries was mailed out.

9) A Press conference on the illegals was held and received wide
coverage on TV3 and the media.

10) The MIEA Annual Dinner has been redesignated as a separate event
and will be held in June every year commencing from 2008

11) We had a dialogue with the Board on 11 Sept 2007 to discuss
common issues of concern and to introduce the new council.

12) Four negotiators course held on the last weekend of every month has
been carried out including one in Perak.

13) It has been decided that negotiators will now have to sit for an exam at
the end of the course in order to receive their certificate.

14) The MIEA Awards of Excellence will be held in 2008 to recognize top
industry players.

15) The Malaysian Real Estate Convention has been scheduled for
January 11 to 13, 2008 at the Sime Darby Convention Centre in Bukit
Kiara.

16) The Bowling Fellowship was held at Bukit Kiara Equestrian Club on 28
July 2007.

17) The MIEA website is being redeveloped to be dynamic and member
friendly.

18) Cleared membership list of defaulters.

19) Redefined CREN as certification and not a membership

20) Johor, Perak, Sabah and Penang Branches have successfully
completed their AGM.

21) A Press Conference on the Budget 2008 and MAREC ’08 was held on
18 September 2007.

22) A special committee was formed to shortlist a Building for MIEA.

23) A Forum on CREN Membership Incentives was held on 9 September
2007 at the Commonwealth Club KL

24) MIEA’s 30th Annual Dinner & Dance 2007 was a resounding success
@ 21 September 2007 at the Legend Hotel KL

25) Johor Branch Annual Dinner on 20 October 2007

26) Dialogue with members in Johor on 20 October 2007

27) Site Visit to IDR Johor on 21 October 2007

28) First Visit to Parliament on 22 October 2007

29) Talk on Services Tax by Kastam Diraja Malaysia on October 27, 2007

30) EGM on the purchase of MIEA’s own premises on October 27, 2007 at
Kelab Golf Perkhidmatan Awam KL

31) Dialogue with the Members on October 27, 2007

32) Second Visit to Parliament on 29 October 2007

33) MIEA represented at National Association of Realtors Convention
(NAR) @ November 13 – 16, 2007

34) Signing Ceremony – Sale & Purchase Agreement for the purchase of
MIEA’s own premises on 17 November 2007

35) Sabah Branch Annual Dinner on 25 November 2007

36) Dialogue with ISM on Illegal Agents on 6 December 2007

37) Dialogue with the Members in Sabah on 24 November 2007

38) C.R.E.N Gathering on 12 December 2007 at Wisma WIM

39) MIEA organised Registration Exercise with Customs Department
on 28 December 2007.

40) Welcome Dinner on 11 January 2008 for Speakers, Sponsors &
Delegates in conjunction with MAREC ‘08

41) MAREC ‘08 @ 12 & 13 January 2008 at the Sime Darby Convention
Centre KL

42) Wheelchair presentation

43) Annual dinner

44). MAREC'09, 14 - 15 Feb at Sime Darby Convention Centre

45) Launch of MIEA National Real Estate Awards

46) Building Opening ceremony

47) Publication of the Coffee table Book

48) Launching of New MIEA logo

49) Bukit Kiara Properties & MIEA open house

50) Signing of MOU with Architect Centre

51) Endorsement of Realty technologies as IT provider

52) Membership campaign

53) MIEA Badge

54) MIEA Cap

55) New membership certificates

56) Membership car sticker

57) It’s a boom year badge

58) Production of MIEA Membership Directory

59) Publication of "Who is  Registered Estate Agent" leaflet

60) TPC workshop

61) MIEA representation at IEA 2009 Annual dinner

62) Appointment of legal advisory panel

63) Launching of MIEA new website

64) Attended Johor Branch Annual Dinner

65) Conducted Negotiators course in Johor

66) Conducted Eleven Monthly Negotiators course in KL

67) Launching of the 10 point commitment to professionalism

68) MIEA booth in I-Prop expo

69) MIEA booth in Luxury property Exhibition

70) MIEA represented in MPI as a Director 

71) Constitution Review

72) Meeting with Peps and ISM on registration of Negotiators

73) New CREN certification

74) Dialogue on Circular

75) Set up library & systems

76) Launched MIEAbiz & MIEAforum yahoo groups

77) Letter to Board on third seat

78) Letter to Minister of Finance on forming own Board

79) Article on Q & A in star

80) Write up in Star on Marec 09

81) EGM to discuss propose amendments to Constitutions

82) Appreciation Night, 18 April 2009

th83) 33  AGM, 25 April 2009 at The Royal Selangor Club



LEGAL MATTERS
Completion Date Of A Property Sale Transaction (Part II)

(iv) the total due amount to the developer for any (5) Therefore, the completion date will only commence upon
outstanding charges under the sale and purchase receipt of the State Authority’s consent to transfer to the
agreement. current purchaser by the Purchaser’s solicitor.

(4) Therefore, as to the timing of the completion date of this type (6) However, the sale and Purchase Agreement can still be
of transaction there are two school of thoughts. Some are of executed subject to these condition precedent.
the opinion the completion date runs from the date of the
agreement. Our opinion is that the completion date should

(1) Although the Foreign Investment Committee (“FIC”)run from the date from the receipt of the developer’s letter of
approval is no longer required for the purchase ofconfirmation by the purchaser’s solicitors as the details
residential property worth RM250,000.00 and above, theregarding the property must be verified in order to proceed
State Authorities’ Consent is still required.with the sale transaction.

(2) Kindly note that if the property is not considered aKindly note if the property does not fall under the HDA, the
residential property of that value, the FIC approval is stilldeveloper’s consent is still required.
required to be obtained first and then subsequently the
consent of the relevant State Authority will also be

(1) What do we mean by direct transfer? required.
It means when the Issue Document Of Title or Strata

(3) Therefore, the time frame for the completion of the sale
Title is issued, the ownership of the property is

transaction would be 3 + 1 months from the date of the
transferred directly to the subsequent purchaser

FIC’s approval (for non-residential property) and the
instead of the Vendor;

State Authorities’ approval being obtained whichever is
(2) The type of transaction requires the developer’s applicable or later.

consent.

(3) The completion date runs from the date of the
(1) the completion date would be stated in the Proclamation

Memorandum of Transfer (MOT) (Form 14A) which is
of Sale (usually 90 – 120 days) with no option to extend.

duly executed by the Developer/Proprietor and returned
(2) Under Section 301 of the National Land Code, 1965 –to the Purchasers Solicitors. The reason is in simplistic

Proviso - it is stated that the State Consent is notterms is to enable the Purchaser’s solicitor to sent the
required if the property has an individual title although itMOT for adjudication of the stamping fees and to obtain
has a restriction in interest.the result of the same on time to complete the

transaction within the stipulated time period. It states:-

Section 301

(1) Usually the scenario happens in leasehold properties “provided that where a certificate of sale has been given
where the IDT or Strata Title has been issued and the by a purchaser in respect of any charged land or lease
Vendor’s name has yet to be registered on the same. under subsection (3) of Section 259 or subsection (4) of

the Section 265, any requirement to obtain the consent(2) The developer/proprietor will very rarely consent to a
of the State Authority relating to the restriction in interestdirect transfer in this scenario because the blanket
to such land or lease in question shall not be applicable.”consent from the relevant State Authorities for the whole

project would have been amended. (3) It should also be noted that all the terms and
conditions of the sale is stated in the Proclamation of(3) Therefore, a “double transfer” has to be done whereby it
Sale and the majority of which is usually in favour of themeans the Developer has to transfer the property to the
Chargee/Financier.Vendor’s name and then only the Vendor transfers the

same to the current purchaser’s name. This cause of I hope the brief and general explanation as to the events that may 
action will take a lengthy time. effect the timing of the completion of a sale transaction of a property 

should be a useful tool to assist real estate agents in successfully (4) The client chart below will generally show why it will take
closing such transactions.a lengthy time:-

I wish everybody the best and good fortune in the year of the Ox.Developer – Vendor - Registration of MOT – Extraction
of title with Vendor’s name endorsed thereon - apply for If there is any queries, the author can be contacted at the following:-
State Authority’s Consent to transfer to the current 

David Kok Weng Tuckpurchaser – completion date at 3 + 1 month
email – davidkok@pd.jaring.mycommences.
Tel. No. 603 – 7660 8301/302

(E) Purchase of Property by Foreigner

(C) Direct Transfer

(F) Auction Properties

(D) Double Transfer

Article By David Kok, Messrs David Kok & Partners
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At the recent MAREC Convention both MIEA & PAM (Persatuan Architect 
Malaysia) signed an MOU to collaborate by promoting PAM’s Independent 
Property Inspection Service through their subsidiary Architect Centre.  The 
aim is to work with home sellers to conduct property inspections before 
putting it up in the market. This is to enable confidence in Purchasers to buy 
properties which has an inspection report, which can help get better values.  
This collaboration will protect Agents by limiting the risk of selling 
"defective" property(s). This will also help Agents to be confident and 
Professional in selling quality homes. For more information please contact 
the secretariat or PAM.

MIEA signs an MOU with PAM.

Mr Soma Sundram with Ar. Lee Chor Wah, PAM President
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The 2-day convention was held on the Feb 14th 
and 15th 2009 at the Sime Darby Convention 
Centre in Bukit Kiara, Kuala Lumpur.  Our 
guest of honour was Dato’ Kong Cho Ha, the 
Deputy Minister of Finance II.  The organizing 
committee was headed by Mr. Kelvin Yip. This 
convention saw the participation of about 450 
delegates consisting of mostly real estate 
agents and negotiators.

The theme was ‘Reinventing the Profession’, it 
served as an ideal platform for the participants 
to participate and update on the various facets 
concerning the real estate industry and the 
practitioner.

MALAYSIAN ANNUAL REAL ESTATE CONVENTION 

MAREC09

Reinventing
The Profession

14 - 15 February 2009

Sime Darby Convention Centre
Kuala Lumpur
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MIEA IN THE NEWS



Forum on Circular 1/2009

Ms Mahaletchumi
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HAPPENINGS

Many members were concerned with the contents of Circular 
1/2009 which were sent out by the Board in February with many 
having different interpretations to the said Circular. Some members 
commented on this issue in the miea2u forum (which many of you 
would have read) and some others called up the President directly 
and voiced their concerns. However, the general consensus was 
that, again, the Board is seen to be punishing the fold for the wrong 
actions of a few.  

MIEA responded swiftly to the members’ comments in miea2u 
forum and promptly organized a forum with Ms Mahaletchumi, the 
Registrar of the Board which was held on the 31st March 2009. A 
total of 36 members attended the forum.  Ms Mahaletchumi gave a 
detailed explanation on the circular and the members discussed on 
the circular and its impact on the practioneers in great detail.

Many of the members expressed their interest to have more of such 
forums with the Board. 
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The Institution of Surveyors, Malaysia (PEPS) organised a 
friendly Inter-Divisional Bowling competition which was held 
on Feb 21, 2000 at the U-Bowl, 1 Utama shopping Complex.

It was a friendly match between the Councillors of 
ISM/PEPS/PAM/IEM and MIEA. Mr Kelvin Yip and Ms Julie 
represented MIEA in the friendly match.  Kelvin managed to 
give our friendly rivals a challenging time and won second place 
the match.  Ms Julie represented the women’s term and won 3rd 
place.

BOWLING Competition

MIEA Agents can also Bowl

DO YOU KNOW that our MIEA membership card can be 
used as an ID when registering with the security personnel’s 
during your viewings with your clients? Instead of giving 
you’re driving license as ID, present the MIEA membership 
card. It is being recognized.

Every member now gets a brand new membership 
certificate, a new badge and a MIEA Car sticker. Pay up your 
subscription and ensure you get these. 
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HAPPENINGS

Membership has
More Privileges



In true MIEA spirit of showing 
appreciation for our members, 
advisors and sponsors for their 
contributions to MIEA throughout 
the last two years, MIEA’s Council 
o f  M e m b e r s  h o s t e d  a n  
“Appreciation Dinner 2008” on the 
18th April 2009 at the home of one 
of our fellow councillors, Erick Kho 
in Subang Heights. .About 30++ 
members, advisors to MIEA and 
sponsors attended the gathering. 
The theme was “Hawaiian Night”. 
The event’s sole objective was to 
recognise the efforts, time and 
energy contributed by all to MIEA’s 
progress. The evening was filled 
with good food and great company. 

Our President thanked those who 
had contributed in more ways that 
others to MIEA’s success for the 
years 2007 & 2008, with the hope 
that the same assistance and support 
rendered will be continued with the 
Incoming President and new line up 
of Council Members. All the council 
members present and our legal 
advisor, Mr Bhag Singh were also 
invited to say a word or two.

The highlight of the evening is, of 
course, the personalized tour of the 
beautiful bungalow with swimming 
pool and spa, by the owner himself, 
our council member, Erick Kho.

Appreciation Night
18 April 2009

Erick House, Subang Heights
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MIEA’S website has undergone a major 
makeover, courtesy of Realty Technologies Sdn 
Bhd.  It is certainly a great deal more 
interesting and uplifting.  More improvements 
are on the way.  Log in to www.miea.com.my 
and check it out!

Do you have any comments or viewpoints or 
articles that you would like to forward to our 
Bulletin. We would like to hear from you. 
Email to the secretariat@miea.com.my or the 
the Editor at pacific.allianz@gmail.com.

Check Out Our
New Website!
www.miea.com.my

June

26

Do you have
any Comments?
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IMPORTANT EVENT

Date: June 26, 2009

Venue: Sime Darby Convention Centre.

MIEA Annual Dinner 2009
and MIEA 1st Award Presentation

We, (another registered agent and I) were pretty We also noted that there were a couple of councillors 
much disappointed by the poor turn up for the EGM who "strolled" in an hour after the EGM begun, well 
held on April 11, 2009. Isn't this a rather important maybe they had relevant excuses but it doesn't 
meeting ie Amendments to our Constitution? In fact bode/speak well of the council members.
we could not even make up the quorum, which 

I guess at the end of the day everyone is weary as speaks volume of our lackadaisical attitude of us 
they were disappointed by some of the outcomes of agents! Yet, we hear no end of complaints that MIEA 
the AGM/EGM despite attending most  AGMs held."is not doing enough for us agents and some of them 

are not even registered with MIEA as a member. From: A Concerned Registered Real Estate Agent

EGM Feedback from a Concerned Agent
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Back PageFull color

Back Inside and Front InsideFull color RM1,500

RM5,000

Full Page (ROP)Full color

Full color

RM1,000

Panel Advert (6 x 21cm) RM500

2009 Advertising Rate Card

For more information, please contact the secretariat,
Tel: 603 - 7960 2577 or by email: secretariat@miea.com.my

MIEA bids a  warm welcome to our new members. We look forward to your participation.

Ong Swee Li
AF 382

Mugan al Murugiah
OM 836

Jennifer Wong Aun
OM 838 - 

Yap Chui Yin
OM 844

Malvinder Singh
AF 384

Tan Kok Yew
OM  841

Goh Tian Sie
OM 842 

Simon Sivananthan
AF 383

Lim Bee Eng
OM 837

Wong Tuck Loke
OM 834

Ong Chin Yew
OM 835

Quah Soo Seong
OM 843

Kok Weng Tuck, David
AF 385

Siow Yu Wen
OM 833

Tan Lee See
OM 839

Ng Wei Ying
OM 845

Othman Safee
OM 847

Goh Lily
OM 840

Low Kim Leng
OM 846

Membership - You have made the Right Choice!

No Image
on Record
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